Society for Music Theory Podcast
(SMT-Pod)
http://www.smt-pod.org
Season 2 Call for Proposals

Phase 1: Proposal and Review
Call for Proposals
•

Authors interested in submitting their work for consideration in the next season of
SMT-Pod should submit their proposal using this Google form
(https://forms.gle/C9i76uoeXsXbwMAb8). Proposals must be received by 11:59
pm EST on June 15, 2022 for consideration in Season 2.

•

The materials needed for submission include the following:
1. Name (First and Last)
2. Institutional Affiliation (or N/A)
3. Number of Authors
4. Structure of Episode (Interview/Panel, Pedagogy, Analysis, etc.)
•

If you are interested in proposing a series of episodes (2+ episodes on
the same overarching topic), include this in your proposal and outline,
as well as to submit larger or longer documentation.

5. Approximate Length of Episode: Short (appx. 20 minutes), Medium (appx.
30-45), Long (appx. 45-60)
6. Comfort with Recording Process (this does not impact the success of your
proposal—it is for our records so we can assign board members to further
guide you through the process)
7. What recording equipment/audio editing software you have or need
8. Title of Episode
9. Five Keywords (these can be edited or expanded later, if needed)
10. Three Potential Peer Reviewers who can speak to the scholarship of the
episode & emails
•

SMT-Pod will select one to be the peer reviewer and will ensure there
are no conflicts of interest or personal connections between author and
peer reviewer

11. 300–500 word proposal in PDF format detailing the content of the episode.

• Your proposal should focus on your research, findings, and other
content within your episode (such as interviews). Make it interesting and
similar in tone to your podcast vision.
12. Outline of Episode in PDF format
•

Either in a diagram, chart, or bulleted outline, lay out the structure and
length of the episode. You may want to include the length of each
section, where bumper music should go/internal divisions you
perceive, potential musical examples, and any other details that will
help the board see your vision for your episode.

13. OPTIONAL: Tell us why you think your topic is particularly suited for SMTPod instead of other publications.
14. Acknowledgement of timeline and commitment to adhering to it.
•

Prior to submitting a proposal for each season, please review the
timeline presented here. Talk to us in exceptional circumstances

Open Collaborative Peer Review by Program Committee
•

All proposals will be reviewed by the program committee of SMT-Pod. They will
not be reviewed anonymously, and committee members will keep the following
criteria in mind when reading author’s proposals:
i. Suitability for a podcast format (no excessive jargon, no reliance on visual
materials, etc.)
ii. Creating a diverse set of topics in a season
iii. Possibility of reaching out to scholars in the field for commentary, relevant
review, and/or contribution to the episode

Acceptances and Meeting with SMT-Pod
1. Accepted authors will be notified by email approximately 2 weeks after the call for
proposals closes.
•

Those authors whose proposals have not been chosen for the current
season will be provided ample feedback on their work, recommendations
for moving forward, and/or suggestions for other publications which may
be a better fit to showcase their research.

2. Accepted authors are encouraged to attend a Zoom meeting for which will be
scheduled shortly after acceptances are sent. Authors will be presented with
resources and guidelines, detailed schedules, and have the opportunity to ask
questions to both the program and production committee.
•

This meeting will also include a discussion on obtaining copyright
permissions for music or musical examples that are not in public domain.

•

We encourage all authors to listen to episodes from Season 1 to get ideas
for their own episodes and to familiarize themselves with the production
standards of SMT-Pod.

Phase 2: Recording, Production, and Peer Review
1. Authors are NOT required to have prior audio recording or editing experience. If
you are comfortable recording and editing audio, you are encouraged to do so for
the main content of your episode (SMT-Pod will take care of final production and
opening/closing credits). If you are less experienced with this technology,
members of the production committee will work closely with you in all phases of
production.
2. Authors will have approximately two months to compile an audio draft of their
episode. The audio draft does not need to include all musical examples but
should be in a condition where the editorial board and peer reviewer can envision
the final version.
•

The audio draft must be accompanied by a complete transcript (including
any interviews) for peer reviewers to follow along and comment on. If you
need help with the transcript, feel free to recruit colleagues and/or
students to help you or reach out to the board for resources.

•

Authors should keep in mind that this is a draft—the peer reviewer and/or
editorial board will likely request that some portions be re-recorded or
restructured.

3. Each episode is assigned a team of board members to listen to audio drafts,
check for quality, and interact with the peer reviewer comments.
• Authors will be informed of the members of their team while audio drafts
are being created and should use their team as a resource.
4. The audio draft will be sent to one of the author-chosen peer reviewers with the
expectation that they return one of the following results along with detailed
comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Accept as is
Accept with suggestions*
Accept pending revisions*
Rejection
*Suggestions = can ignore; revisions = must be addressed

5. In the spirit of our open collaborative peer review process, peer reviewers will
know the author’s name and the author will know who their peer reviewer is. In
the final version of the episode, authors will acknowledge the peer reviewer by
name.
6. The board reserves the opportunity to reject an episode after peer review or after
final production should the episode not meet expectations in production quality or
academic rigor.

Phase 3: Final Edits and Post-Production
1. Once the peer reviewer completes their commentary and renders a decision,
SMT-Pod will send them to the author along with any additional guidelines.
2. Authors will have approximately 1 month to make any necessary edits and create
a final audio file (either on their own or in consultation with the production
committee).
3. Authors are responsible for any copyright permissions or infringements related to
musical examples in their episode.
•

If obtaining permissions is too challenging or problematic, consider
creating a reduction of the score. Rather than obtain copyright
permissions for a recording of a public domain piece, consider having
students or colleagues perform the excerpts (they will be included in the
credits and show notes!)

4. Authors must send the following items along with their final audio:
i. Complete transcript of episode (not including timestamps) – follow the
structure of transcripts found on our website in the podcast player
ii. Approximately 100-word bio for the website
iii. 1-sentence summary of the episode (this will be read during the
introduction; board may edit for length or clarity)
iv. Headshot (preferably a fun, candid shot, perhaps while recording the
episode)
v. 5 Keywords
vi. Supplemental Materials—following the formatting and reference guidelines
from the provided template
vii. Separate sound file or acknowledgements (authors must thank their peer
reviewer)
viii. Audio clip pronouncing author’s name (or any other names in the episode)
ix. Any credits or additional details to include in the show notes
x. Websites/Social Media handles (if you have them)
5. Authors will be sent the final episode audio and will be able to provide one round
of final edits.

Season 2 Timeline
May 5, 2022
o Call for Season 2 Proposals Opens
June 15, 2022
o Proposals due by 11:59 pm EST
July 1, 2022
o Notification of acceptances for Season 2
o Reach out to peer reviewers with timeline for their review of episodes
(must accept or reject by July 15)
July TBD, 2022
o Zoom meeting with accepted authors and SMT-Pod Board to outline
guidelines and answer questions
August 31, 2022
o Audio Draft of episode due to board (to be sent out for peer
review/audio quality control)
September 30, 2022
o Peer Reviewer feedback and comments due (or earlier if possible!)
November 1, 2022
o Final audio due to SMT-Pod Board
January 13, 2023 (tentative)
o First episode of Season 2 released

